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CHAPTER 5: GOOD-BYE OLYMPICS
It was the last few days of the Olympic Games and the archery competition was
about to begin. The main contestants were Fox the Archer and Cute Cat.
Fox really loved to eat cream cakes. In fact, there were always so many bits and
pieces stuck on his face that flies would be attracted to him. They were always buzzing around him and this time he
had planned to keep them away by
wearing helmet and cage that he
had made.
Cute Cat always carried a bottle of drink with him and before
any competition he always took
a few sips. He also loved to chase
mice, and that is why the mice
didn’t want him to win the game.
Misha led the group that was
against Cute Cat. He made a plan
to make him lose. He would put
some drops of sleeping medicine
in Cat’s drinking bottle just before
the competition. This would make
him sleepy and dizzy and miss the
target.
Misha hid himself in a closet in
the athletes changing room. When
Cute Cat came in to change and
laid his bottle down, Misha came out from the closet and started to add the drops of
medicine to the bottle. He was in such a hurry to add the drops though without being
caught, he accidentally added all the medicine.
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During the archery competition, Fox felt very confident with his special helmet on. He focused and
threw his first arrow. It hit the target just a little from the center.
Next, it was Cute Cat’s turn. He took a few sips from his bottle. As soon as he did, everything
seemed to look different. He even thought the target was changing its place. He tried to move with it
and then shot his arrow. The arrow did not go near the target. Instead, it hit the wooden wall behind
King Lion’s head.
Lion and his wife, Lady Lion, had come to watch the competition. Colonel Tiger, the leader of
Animal Kingdom’s army, saw what was happening and quickly went out onto the field. Fearing that
Cute Cat had tried to hit King Lion, he arrested him immediately. Meanwhile, the audience had gathered around the wall where the arrow had hit and were busy talking.
“He intended to assassinate Lion.”
“No. No way, he cannot even wipe his own nose.”
“He must be an enemy spy.”
“Maybe he lost his balance…………………”
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Colonel Tiger brought Cat to King Lion and said, “Sir, he is a traitor. He intended
to assassinate you. If you allow me, I will sort him out right away.”
King Lion, while still trying to tighten his loose teeth with the string over his head,
said, “Oh Colonel, why hurt him? Let’s see why the poor fellow did such a thing.”
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As soon as Cat saw the lion running toward him, he kissed him on his bald head.
Not being able to see well he said, “Oh my dear aunt, how I missed you so much.”
The old lion was surprised. Angrily he said, “Dear aunt? Do I look like your aunt?”
Lady Lion standing beside him said, “Darling, I myself sometimes mistake you for my
grandmother.” Lion replied, “You have the right my lady.”
Cat noticed Lady Lion. Looking at King Lion, he said, “Aunty! What is this monkey saying? Is he your new husband?” King Lion thought this really funny and started
to laugh, saying, “What a lovely cat! He recognized my husband so quickly. Heh..he…
he..monkey….Husband…”
Suddenly, a hit from a shoe regained his attention. Lady Lion was screaming, “Are
you making fun of me? Now, I will sort both of you…bang..bang….”
At last, Colonel Tiger calmed everyone down. The cat however, was still unable to
see straight and held onto the Colonel saying, “My dear aunty, will you buy a lollipop
for me?”
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Colonel Tiger spoke to Lion saying, “He is crazy. He should never be allowed to
have a bow and arrow in his hands. I am dressed in this uniform with all these medals
and he even calls me aunty. Believe me, if it wasn’t for you, I would have hit him so
hard, he wouldn’t even be able to taste sweets again.”
Wise Owl, a teacher and a member of parliament, came closer and said, “I guess he
is not feeling well. We should take him to the hospital.
At the hospital, Goat the doctor took some blood samples and sent them to the lab
for testing. When the results came back, Goat said, “This cat was drugged with a very
dangerous poison. Unfortunately, we do not have any remedy for it. This cat will die
very soon.”
The old lion asked with sadness, “Why was he poisoned? Was it by accident?”
Doctor Goat replied, “I don’t know. Maybe he intended to use a special medicine to
boost his strength. But he used the wrong medicine.
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Everyone was talking about Cat’s sickness. The only known cure was the extract
from a plant called “life”, which wasn’t available in Animal Kingdom.
At the Olympic Games, there was a sparrow that had come a long way from the
other side of the sea. She had made it through the wolf’s sky. With help from others,
she managed to reach Animal Kingdom. She had traveled through many countries on
her way.
When she heard of Cat’s sickness, she quickly went to the hospital. Many animals
were gathered in the yard talking. Lion sat with a very sad look, talking to the others
as well.
Sparrow went to the lion and said, “I know where we could find the life plant.”
Everybody turned their head quickly toward Sparrow. Sparrow continued, “On
the other side of the sea, there is a small town. Once upon a time, I had a nest on the
roof of a shopping mall. Over there, I saw an old man who had this plant in his shop.
Human beings use this plant’s extract to get rid of the wrinkles on their faces.”
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As soon as the old lion heard this, he said, “Shhhhh say it lower ... if my lady hears
that, she will ask all the animals to go and get that for her.”
Wise Owl said, “Now what shall we do? That is too far from here.” Lion thought
a little and said, “Quickly, ask Eagle to come over here.”
After a few minutes, Eagle, leader of the Air Force appeared in the sky over the
hospital. Slowly, he landed in the yard.
King Lion told him the story about the cat and the life plant. The eagle said, “I will
go there myself.” Sparrow said, “I will go with you to show you the way. But our problem is how to get the extract. It is in the old man’s shop. When he closes the shop, he
even closes the metal shutter as well. “
Everyone became quiet and started thinking. Misha was there as well. Nobody
knew it was his entire fault. He felt very guilty. His conscience bothered him so much;
he stepped forward and said, “I guess I can help. I will get into the old man’s shop by
going through the roof. I will then open a way for others to enter.”
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Sparrow felt happy with this and said, “Yes. That is it. We have to take Misha as
well.”
In an hour, Sparrow, Eagle, and Misha were ready for their trip. They took a small
basket to take some necessary things. They even let Misha sit inside to be carried.
Eagle gripped the basket with his powerful claws and started flying. Sparrow flew
alongside as well.
They had to pass through the sky over the wolf’s kingdom. A few years back, King
Wolf, along with a group of wolves, jackals, and hyenas had taken over this part of
animal kingdom and ruled it themselves. Everyone was terrified to go near there. They
even had help from the vultures who controlled the sky.
Eagle flew along without stopping or even feeling tired. Misha was still inside the
basket and felt very stressed. He thought to himself, “What if Eagle has to fight the
vultures? He might lose his grip on the basket and I will fall to my death in pieces….
There is no way. Cat’s life is in danger and it’s my entire fault.”
In the distance, Eagle saw a dark moving cloud. Sparrow screamed, “The vultures...
the vultures….!”
The black cloud was certainly a group of vultures and they fully intended to attack.
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Eagle shouted, “Hey Sparrow, come
over here and sit on top of the basket.
I want to fly high.”
Sparrow sat on the basket and held
tight. Eagle started flying higher and
higher; so high the vultures could not
see them anymore. After a few hours,
they felt safe enough to fly lower again.
Sparrow then flew further ahead
on her own. They went on until they
reached the city. They landed beside
a river that flowed near a mountain.
Feeling tired, they rested awhile and
then started to fly again.
It was almost dark by the time they
reached the city. People were on their
way home from the shopping mall. Even
the old man was beginning to close his
shop. Eagle and his two friends sat on
the roof waiting. The old man finally
closed up and then Misha started.
After a while, Misha made a small
hole in the roof. He looked down
through the hole. A small light from
the corner made it bright enough to see
around the shop. He then noticed a pan
full of liquid. Sparrow looked through the hole as well. She became excited. “This is
the extraction pan and that’s the life plant extract in it,” she said.
Misha took a small bottle and tied a string around its neck. He lowered the bottle
through the hole and let it sink into the pan. The bottle filled with the extract and
Misha quietly brought it back up. They finally had the extract.
They felt very happy and grateful. They even threw a rose they had brought with
them down through the hole.
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Back in Animal Kingdom, the Olympic Games
were coming to an end. The competition set for the
final day was all about flying. Birds would compete in
two types of flying; “stamina flying” and “high flying.” Sparrow was registered for the first and Eagle for
the second, but neither of them was there.
Cat’s sickness was making everyone sad. Most of
the animals were visiting him at the hospital instead
of going to watch the Games. The old Lion was worried as well. By now the cat was just lying on the bed,
unconscious.
Goat the doctor said, “If we do not give him the extract today, he will die…..”
Everyone was staring at the sky. Hours passed but
there was still no news. They were losing hope when
suddenly Raven, who was sitting on the hospital’s roof,
shouted, “They’re coming…they’re coming…”
Everyone screamed with happiness and excitement.
All three were very tired. Goat got the extract and fed
it to Cat as quickly as he could. Everyone waited with
excitement to see if it would work.
Suddenly, the voice of Lady Lion could be heard
down the hall; “Where is the old man…? “ The old lion said, “Oh..oh…oh my…my angel
has arrived.” Lady Lion entered the room carrying a pan of her own. “Why didn’t you
tell me this extract would remove wrinkles from my face? Now give me some of it.”
Lion said, “My dear lady, we have given it to the cat to …”
Before he finished, she interrupted, hit him on the head with her spoon saying,
“Ahh you are never thinking of me…”
Lion touched his head and said, “Oh you are still very beautiful my dear. I even
dream of you every night. Can’t you hear me screaming in my sleep?”
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Lady Lion threw down her pan and spoon and left the room in anger. Everyone’s
attention returned to the cat again.
Suddenly, a nurse shouted, “He is conscious. He is conscious.”
Cat opened his eyes. He saw all his friends and relatives around him. Sleepily he
said, “My dear aunt, you are here as well?”
Old Lion heard this and said, “Oh no, he is still confused.”
An old cat came near the bed and said, “Yes, your aunty...I am here.” Lion breathed
a sigh of relief and said, “I was really worried. I thought he was confusing me with his
aunt again.”
Meanwhile, Pigeon came to Lion and said, “Your Highness, all the matches are
finished. Everyone in the stadium is waiting for you. Don’t you want to come?”
Lion asked. “Is my wife there?”
Pigeon: “Yes Sir Lion.”
Lion: “Oh…Oh…give me that pan please….”
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All the animals were gathered at the stadium. The Olympic Games were finally
finished. Each member of the audience had a red rose in their hand.
Old Lion took the pan his wife had thrown at him and put it on his head to protect
himself from further hits from her shoe.
Sparrow and Eagle entered the stadium as well. As they did, roses thrown by the
audience rained down on them. The birds who had won the flying competitions flew
overhead as well and presented them with the championship rose ring they had won.
Lion, who was looking on from his special seat, asked Wise Owl, “Where is
Misha?”
Misha didn’t attend the ceremony. He was still feeling guilty for what he had done.
The owl was just about to answer Lion when Cute Cat entered the stadium with Misha
on his shoulder. Everyone started cheering again.
Suddenly, Cute Cat took an arrow with a flag on it and placed it on his bow. He
shot it into the sky. It came down and stuck into a tree in the corner of the stadium.
The flag unrolled and everyone could see it. The entire animal kingdom stood up and
started singing the Farewell Olympic Song:
Our home because of you
Becomes full of smiles and happiness
Olympic Games you gave us
The message of peace
Goodbye Olympics
Come to us again
Bring peace and happiness
To our home.
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